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This is a supplement to a paper of Ding and Iverson [1] classifying all minimal excludable sets4

for the projective plane. The first section of this supplement contains details for all minor checking5

required in the paper. The tables in this section are of three kinds: uncontractions, undeletions,6

and edge-splits. In any of the tables only one graph for each isomorphism class is given. An7

uncontraction of G is denoted v → ({u1, u2, . . . , up}, {w1, w2, . . . , wq}), where v is the vertex in8

G being split, v is adjacent to u1,u2, . . . , up in the uncontraction, the new vertex v′ is adjacent9

to w1,w2, . . . , wp, and v′ is given the label |V (G)| + 1. An edge-split is denoted by v → (u1, u2)10

where the edge-split is created by deleting edge u1u2 from G and adding a new vertex with label11

|V (G)| + 1 adjacent to v, u1, and u2. In each case, the contractions and deletions are listed that12

produce the desired minor.13

The second section contains proofs to show that the graphs in the exception sets corresponding14

to the maximal splitting sets in [1] are really in the exception set. That is, that each graph contains15

no minor in among the graph of the corresponding excludable set.16
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1 Finding minors17

1.1 A2 minors18

Below are the uncontractions and undeletions of A2 and their minors needed for Lemma 3.2 of [1].19
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A221

A2 Uncontractions

Uncontraction Delete Contract Minor

1→ ({4, 5, 6}, {2, 3}) {{2, 3}} − B7

1→ ({3, 5, 6}, {2, 4}) {{1, 6}, {2, 4}, {2, 7}} − D3

1→ ({3, 4, 5}, {2, 6}) {{1, 3}, {4, 5}, {5, 7}} − D3

4→ ({3, 5, 6, 7}, {1, 2}) {{1, 2}, {1, 6}, {2, 7}} − D3

4→ ({2, 3, 5, 6}, {1, 7}) {{2, 3}, {2, 5}, {3, 6}, {5, 6}} − E3

4→ ({5, 6, 7}, {1, 2, 3}) {{1, 5}, {3, 7}} − C7

4→ ({3, 5, 7}, {1, 2, 6}) {{1, 2}, {1, 6}, {3, 7}, {5, 7}} − E18

22

A2 Undeletions

Added Edge Delete Contract Minor

{1, 7} {{2, 3}, {5, 6}} − B1

23
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1.2 C4 minors24

Below are the uncontractions and undeletions of C4 and their minors needed for Lemma 3.3 of [1].25
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C427

C4 Uncontractions

Uncontraction Delete Contract Minor

1→ ({5, 6}, {2, 3}) {{5, 6}} {{2, 7}, {3, 8}} D3

1→ ({3, 6}, {2, 6}) − {{7, 9}} C3

5→ ({4, 6, 8, 9}, {1, 2}) {{1, 2}} {{3, 4}, {6, 7}} D3

5→ ({2, 6, 8, 9}, {1, 4}) {{1, 6}, {4, 9}, {5, 8}} {{3, 8}} F1

5→ ({2, 4, 6, 8}, {1, 9}) {{2, 4}, {6, 8}, {5, 10}} {{1, 10}} F1

5→ ({6, 8, 9}, {1, 2, 4}) − {{1, 3}, {7, 9}} C7

5→ ({4, 6, 9}, {1, 2, 8}) {{1, 2}, {4, 9}, {5, 10}} {{2, 4}} F1

5→ ({2, 6, 9}, {1, 4, 8}) {{1, 2}, {4, 9}, {5, 10}} {{2, 4}} F1

28

C4 Undeletions

Added Edge Delete Contract Minor

{1, 4} − {{3, 8}} B7

{1, 7} − {{1, 3}, {7, 9}} B1

{1, 9} − {{1, 3}, {7, 9}} B1

{3, 5} {{1, 5}, {4, 5}, {5, 8}} − E22

{3, 7} {{1, 5}, {4, 5}, {5, 8}} − E22

29
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1.3 B7 minors30

Below are the uncontractions and undeletions of B7 and their minors needed for Lemma 3.4 of [1].31
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B733

B7 Uncontractions

Uncontraction Delete Contract Minor

1→ ({5, 6}, {2, 3}) {{5, 6}, {6, 7}} {{3, 8}} D3

1→ ({3, 5}, {2, 6}) {{2, 6}} − C3

2→ ({5, 6, 7}, {1, 4}) {{5, 6}, {5, 7}, {6, 7}} − E22

2→ ({4, 6, 7}, {1, 5}) {{1, 5}, {2, 7}} {{3, 4}} D3

2→ ({4, 5, 7}, {1, 6}) {{1, 6}} − C3

2→ ({4, 5, 6}, {1, 7}) {{1, 5}, {2, 5}} {{3, 4}} D3

2→ ({1, 4, 7}, {5, 6}) {{2, 4}, {5, 6}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}} − F1

2→ ({1, 4, 5}, {6, 7}) {{6, 7}} − C4

5→ ({4, 6, 7, 8}, {1, 2}) {{1, 2}, {2, 7}} {{3, 4}} D3

5→ ({2, 6, 7, 8}, {1, 4}) {{1, 6}, {4, 7}} {{3, 8}} D3

5→ ({2, 4, 6, 8}, {1, 7}) {{2, 4}, {6, 8}} {{1, 9}} D3

5→ ({1, 4, 7, 8}, {2, 6}) {{2, 4}, {2, 6}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}} − F1

5→ ({6, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 4}) {{2, 6}} {{1, 3}} C7

5→ ({4, 6, 8}, {1, 2, 7}) {{1, 2}, {2, 7}, {6, 8}} {{1, 3}} E18

5→ ({2, 6, 7}, {1, 4, 8}) {{1, 2}, {2, 7}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}} − F1

34

B7 Undeletions

Added Edge Delete Contract Minor

{1, 4} − {{3, 8}} A2

{1, 7} {{2, 6}} {{1, 3}} B1

{2, 3} {{6, 7}} {{3, 8}} B1

{3, 5} − − −

35
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1.4 C7 minors36

Below are the uncontractions, undeletions, and edge-splits of C7 and their minors needed for Lemma37

3.5 of [1].38
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C740

C7 Uncontractions

Uncontraction Delete Contract Minor

1→ ({4, 5}, {2, 3}) {{2, 3}} {{3, 6}} D3

1→ ({3, 5}, {2, 4}) {{2, 4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}} − F1

1→ ({3, 4}, {2, 5}) {{2, 5}, {3, 4}} − E19

3→ ({4, 6}, {1, 2}) {{1, 2}} {{3, 6}} D3

3→ ({2, 6}, {1, 4}) {{1, 4}, {2, 5}} − E19

4→ ({3, 7, 8}, {1, 2}) {{1, 2}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}} − F1

4→ ({2, 7, 8}, {1, 3}) {{1, 3}, {2, 5}} − E19

4→ ({2, 3, 8}, {1, 7}) {{1, 5}} {{1, 9}} D17

4→ ({1, 2, 8}, {3, 7}) {{1, 2}} − D12

4→ ({1, 2, 3}, {7, 8}) {{5, 6}, {7, 8}} − E19

41

C7 Undeletions

Added Edge(s) Delete Contract Minor

{1, 6} − − −
{1, 7} {{1, 5}, {4, 7}} − D17

{3, 5} {{5, 6}, {7, 8}} − D3

{4, 5} − {{3, 6}} B1

{1, 6}, {2, 6} {{1, 5}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}} D3

{1, 6}, {3, 7} {{1, 5}, {3, 6}, {4, 7}} D17

42

C7 Edge-Splits

Edge Split Delete Contract Minor

3→ {7, 8} {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {4, 7}, {5, 6}} − F1

43
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1.5 D17 minors44

Below are the uncontractions, undeletions, and edge-splits of D17 and their minors needed for45

Lemma 3.6 of [1].46
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D17 Uncontractions

Added Edge(s) Delete Contract Minor

1→ ({4, 7}, {2, 3}) {{2, 3}} − E20

49

D17 Undeletions

Added Edge(s) Delete Contract Minor

{1, 5} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6} − − −
{1, 5}, {2, 6} − − −
{1, 5}, {2, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {3, 7} − − −

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 6} {{3, 5}} {{2, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 8} {{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {3, 5}} − D3

{1, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 7} {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}} − E18

{1, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 8} − − −
{1, 5}, {2, 7}, {3, 8} − {{4, 6}} A2

Continued on next page
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D17 Undeletions (continued)

Added Edge(s) Delete Contract Minor

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5} {{1, 4}, {2, 8}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 6} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 7} {{1, 4}, {1, 7}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {3, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {3, 8} {{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}} − D3

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {4, 8} {{2, 4}, {4, 6}} {{4, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 7}, {3, 6} {{3, 5}, {7, 8}} {{2, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 7}, {3, 8} {{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 7}, {3, 5}} − D3

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 6}, {3, 7} {{1, 5}, {1, 7}} {{2, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 6}, {4, 7} {{3, 4}, {5, 7}} {{2, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 7}, {3, 8} {{5, 6}, {6, 7}} {{6, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 7}, {4, 8} {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}} − D3

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 8}, {4, 8} {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 8}, {4, 6}} − D3

{1, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 7}, {4, 8} {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {4, 8}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}} − E18

{1, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 8}, {4, 7} − − −
{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {2, 6} {{1, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 8}} {{3, 4}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {2, 7} {{1, 4}, {1, 7}, {1, 8}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {3, 6} {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 8}} {{2, 4}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {3, 7} {{1, 4}, {2, 3}, {7, 8}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {3, 8} {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {4, 5} {{1, 2}, {4, 6}, {5, 8}} {{2, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {1, 8}, {2, 5}, {4, 7} {{1, 4}, {2, 8}, {4, 6}} {{4, 7}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 6}, {3, 7} {{1, 3}, {1, 5}, {3, 5}} {{3, 7}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 7}, {3, 6} {{1, 2}, {1, 7}, {2, 3}} {{2, 4}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 7}, {3, 7} {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 7}, {3, 8} {{1, 3}, {1, 4}, {7, 8}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {2, 7}, {4, 8} {{1, 4}, {1, 7}, {6, 8}} {{4, 6}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {3, 7}, {4, 8} {{2, 4}, {3, 7}, {4, 6}} {{4, 8}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {3, 8}, {4, 7} {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {5, 8}, {6, 8}} − D3

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 5}, {3, 8}, {4, 8} {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {4, 6}} {{1, 4}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 7}, {3, 6}, {4, 5} {{1, 2}, {1, 7}, {2, 3}} {{2, 4}} B1

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {2, 7}, {3, 8}, {4, 8} {{1, 2}, {2, 8}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}} − D3

{1, 5}, {1, 6}, {3, 6}, {3, 7}, {4, 5} {{1, 2}, {1, 4}, {7, 8}} {{2, 8}} B1

51

D17 Edge-Splits

Edge Split Delete Contract Minor

1→ {5, 6} {{7, 8}} − D12

52
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2 Proofs for exception sets53

Proposition 2.1. B+
7 is (A3 − {B7})-free.54
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B+
756

Proof. B+
7 has 8 vertices and 19 edges. The only members of A3 − {B7} with 8 or fewer vertices57

and 19 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, C7, D3, D17, E3, and E18.58

If B+
7 has A2 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting exactly one edge, since A2 has 759

vertices and 18 edges. But all vertices of A2 have degree at least 5, while B+
7 has four degree 460

vertices, making this impossible.61

If B+
7 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting one edge,62

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. But B1 has all vertices of degree 5 or less, and B7 has a63

universal vertex of degree 7, so contracting any edge leaves the graph with a universal vertex with64

at least one multiple edge, which must be deleted, but this leaves a universal vertex of degree 6, so65

B7 has no B1 minor.66

If B+
7 has C7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges since C7 has 8 vertices and67

17 edges. But C7 has no vertex with degree higher than 5, and B7 has a vertex of degree 7, so both68

deleted edges must be adjacent to the vertex of degree 7, and since C7 has only two vertices of69

degree 5, the deleted edges must both be adjacent to degree 5 vertices in B+
7 . But deleting any two70

such edges still leaves two degree 5 vertices adjacent to one another, while in C7, the two degree 571

vertices are non-adjacent.72

If B+
7 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting three edges since D3 has 8 vertices73

and 16 edges. But D3 has exactly three vertices of degree 5 that induce a path in D3, and no74

vertices of degree higher than 5. There are four vertices of degree 5 or more in B+
7 : three vertices75

of degree 5, and one vertex of degree 7, all of which are mutually adjacent. Thus we cannot delete76

any edges adjacent to two of the vertices of degree 5, but then those two vertices together with a77

third vertex of degree higher than 5 will always induce a triangle. Thus B+
7 does not have D3 as a78

minor.79

If B+
7 has D17 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting three edges since D17 has 8 vertices80

and 16 edges. But since all vertices in D17 have degree 4, we must delete the three edges adjacent81

to the degree 7 vertex and one of the degree 5 vertices, leaving a graph that is not isomorphic to82

D17.83

If B+
7 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges since E3 has 8 vertices84

and 15 edges. But E3 has three mutually non-adjacent vertices of degree 5, and B+
7 has as its85

only vertices of degree 5 or more three vertices of degree 5 and a vertex of degree 7, all of which86
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are mutually adjacent, thus it is impossible to delete edges from B+
7 to produce three mutually87

non-adjacent vertices of degree 5, and B+
7 has no E3 minor.88

If B+
7 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges since B+

7 has 8 vertices89

and 15 edges. But E18 has no vertices of degree five or more, so we must delete at least three edges90

adjacent to vertex 5, and one edge adjacent to each of vertices 2,6, and 7. Thus we must delete91

two or more edges from among {{2, 5},{5, 6},{5, 7}}. Now notice that 126, 345, and 678 are three92

edge-disjoint triangles in B+
7 also disjoint from {{2, 5},{5, 6},{5, 7}}, so since E18 is bipartite, we93

must also delete at least one edge from each of those triangles. But this is a total of more than 594

edges and E18 cannot be a minor of B+
7 .95

Proposition 2.2. C+
7 is (A3 − {B7})-free.96
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C+
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Proof. C+
7 has 8 vertices and 18 edges. The only members of A3 − {C7} with 8 or fewer vertices99

and 18 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, B7, D3, D17, E3, and E18.100

C+
7 cannot have A2 as a minor since A2 has the same number of edges as C+

7 , but one fewer101

vertex.102

If C+
7 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge, since B1 has 7 vertices103

and 17 edges. But we must contract an edge whose ends have no common neighbors, since B1 is104

simple, so the degree of the new vertex will be at least 6, since C7+ has no vertices of degree less105

than 4. So C+
7 does not have B1 as a minor, since B1 has no vertices of degree 6 or higher.106

If C+
7 has B7 as a minor, they must be isomorphic since they have the same number of edges107

and vertices. But B7 has a vertex of degree 6, while C+
7 does not.108

If C+
7 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges since D3 has 8 vertices109

and 16 edges. C+
7 has four vertices of degree 5, and D3 has three vertices of degree five inducing a110

path. So we must delete one edge with ends at a degree 5 vertex and a degree 4 vertex in C+
7 so111

that the degree 5 vertices in C+
7 induce a path, this edge must be {2, 5},{3, 6},{5, 7},{5, 8},{6, 7},112

or {6, 8}. The second edge must have both ends at degree 4 vertices, and thus must be {2, 3}113

or {7, 8}. If we delete {2, 5}, then we cannot delete {2, 3}, because this would leave a degree 2114

vertex, but deleting {7, 8} produces a graph in which the degree 3 vertices do not induce a path,115

while in D3 the degree 3 vertices induce a path. Similarly, we cannot delete any edge from among116

{{2, 5},{3, 6},{5, 7},{5, 8},{6, 7},{6, 8}} together with an edge from among {{2, 3}, {7, 8}} without117

creating a degree 2 vertex or having the degree 3 vertices not induce a path. Thus C+
7 has no D3118

minor.119

If C+
7 has D17 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges since D17 has 8 vertices and120

16 edges. But since all vertices in D17 have degree 4, we must delete the two non-adjacent edges121
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with both ends at degree 5 vertices. The only two such edges are {1, 4} and {5, 6}, and deleting122

them does not produce a graph isomorphic to D17.123

Now C+
7 has four edge disjoint triangles: 124, 136, 478, and 567. So any bipartite subgraph of124

C7+ has 18 − 4 = 14 or fewer edges. E3 and E18 are both bipartite graphs on 8 vertices and 15125

edges, so they cannot be minors of C+
7 .126

Proposition 2.3. D1
17 is (A3 − {C7, D17})-free.127
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D1
17129

Proof. D1
17 has 8 vertices and 20 edges. The only members of A3 − {C7, D17} with 8 or fewer130

vertices and 20 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, B7, D3, E3, and E18.131

If D1
17 has A2 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge, and deleting one edge,132

since A2 has 7 vertices and 18 edges. But A2 has all vertices of degree 5 or higher, so we must133

contract {2, 4}, creating two parallel edges, so A2 cannot be a minor of D1
17.134

If D1
17 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting two edges,135

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. But B1 has three vertices of degree 6, while D1
17 has only one136

vertex of degree 6 or more. So contracting one edge would produce at most two vertices of degree137

6 or more, and D1
17 does not have B1 as a minor.138

If D1
17 has B7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges, since B7 has 8 vertices and139

18 edges. But B7 has a vertex of degree 6, which must correspond to vertex 3 in D1
17, since it is the140

only vertex of degree 6 or more in D1
17. Also, the vertices of degree four are mutually non-adjacent141

in B7, so we must delete an edge adjacent to 2 or 4 in D1
17. Now since the vertex of degree 3 in B7142

is not adjacent to the vertex of degree 6, we must delete {2, 3} or {2, 4}. Thus the degree 4 vertices143

of B7 correspond to vertices 1 and either 2 and 6 or 4 and 8, so we must delete an edge incident to144

1 and an edge incident to either 6 or 8. But we can only delete one more edge, and neither {1, 6}145

nor {1, 8} are edges of D1
17. Thus D1

17 does not have B7 as a minor.146

If D1
17 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since D3 has 8 vertices147

and 16 edges. But in D3 any two adjacent vertices of degree four share three neighbors, so since148

vertices 2 and 4 in D1
17 don’t share three neighbors, we must delete an edge incident with each.149

If we delete {2, 4}, then 2 and 4 are non-adjacent degree 3 vertices, but in D3 any non-adjacent150

degree 3 vertices share the same neighborhood, while 2 and 4 do not. But any adjacent degree 3151

vertices in D3 share no neighbors, while 2 and 4 share two neighbors. So D1
17 cannot have D3 as a152

minor.153

If D1
17 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E3 has 8 vertices and154

15 edges. But in E3, the only vertices of degree less than five are non-adjacent degree 3 vertices155
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with the same neighborhood, but vertices 2 and 4 share only two neighbors, and D1
17 cannot have156

E3 as a minor.157

If D1
17 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E18 has 8 vertices158

and 15 edges. But in E18, any adjacent degree four vertices share no neighbors, so since vertices 2159

and 4 share two neighbors, we must delete an edge incident to 2 and an edge incident to 4. In E18,160

any degree 3 vertices are non-adjacent, so we must delete {2, 4}, but the degree 3 vertices in E18161

share no neighbors, while 2 and 4 share two neighbors. Thus E18 is not a minor of D1
17.162

Proposition 2.4. D2
17 is (A3 − {C7, D17})-free.163
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D2
17165

Proof. D2
17 has 8 vertices and 20 edges. The only members of A3 − {C7, D17} with 8 or fewer166

vertices and 20 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, B7, D3, E3, and E18.167

If D2
17 has A2 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge, and deleting one edge,168

since A2 has 7 vertices and 18 edges. But A2 has all vertices of degree 5 or higher and D2
17 has two169

non-adjacent degree 4 vertices (4 and 8), so A2 cannot be a minor of D2
17.170

If D2
17 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting two edges,171

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. Note that every edge in D2
17 participates in two triangles172

except for {2, 8} and {4, 6}, so if we contract any edge other than {2, 8} or {4, 6}, then we must173

delete two parallel edges. The resulting graph is never isomorphic to B1. If we contract {2, 8} or174

{4, 6}, we must delete one parallel edge, and then there are only two vertices of degree 6 or more,175

but B1 has three vertices of degree 6. Thus D2
17 does not have B1 as a minor.176

If D2
17 has B7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges, since B7 has 8 vertices and177

18 edges. Neither vertex 1 nor vertex 5 can correspond to the degree 3 vertex of B7, since this would178

require deleting at least three edges. If vertex v = 2,3,6, or 7 corresponds to the degree 3 vertex,179

then we must delete two edges adjacent to v so that its neighbors are mutually non-adjacent. But180

the graph induced by the vertices adjacent to 2,3,6, or 7 contains a triangle and at least one other181

edge, so this is not possible. Thus vertex 4 or vertex 8 corresponds to the degree 3 vertex of B7.182

But the degree 3 vertex of B7 is adjacent to all the degree 4 vertices in B7, and vertices 4 and 8183

are non-adjacent. Thus D2
17 does not have B7 as a minor.184

If D2
17 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since D3 has 8 vertices and185

16 edges. But in D3, any vertices of degree four are adjacent, so we must delete an edge incident186

with vertex 4 and an edge incident vertex 8 in D2
17. But any two non-adjacent degree 3 vertices in187

D3 share the same neighborhood, while vertex 4 and 8 share only two neighbors. Thus D3 is not188

a minor of D2
17.189

If D2
17 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E3 has 8 vertices and190
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15 edges. But in E3, the only vertices of degree less than five are non-adjacent degree 3 vertices191

with the same neighborhood, but vertices 4 and 8 share only two neighbors, and D2
17 cannot have192

E3 as a minor.193

If D2
17 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E18 has 8 vertices194

and 15 edges. But in E18, any non-adjacent degree four vertices have the same neighborhood, so195

since vertices 4 and 8 share only two neighbors, we must delete an edge incident to 4 and an edge196

incident to 8. In E18, the two degree 3 vertices share no neighbors, but it is impossible to delete197

an edge incident to 4 and an edge incident to 8 making them share no neighbors, since they share198

two neighbors in D2
17. Thus E18 is not a minor of D2

17.199

Proposition 2.5. D3
17 is (A3 − {C7, D17})-free.200
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201

D3
17202

Proof. D3
17 has 8 vertices and 20 edges. The only members of A3 − {C7, D17} with 8 or fewer203

vertices and 20 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, B7, D3, E3, and E18.204

If D3
17 has A2 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge, and deleting one edge,205

since A2 has 7 vertices and 18 edges. But A2 has all vertices of degree 5 or higher and D3
17 has two206

pairs of adjacent degree 4 vertices (3,4 and 7,8), so A2 cannot be a minor of D3
17.207

If D3
17 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting two edges,208

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. Note that every edge in D3
17 participates in two triangles, so209

if we contract any edge, we must delete two parallel edges. The resulting graph is never isomorphic210

to B1, and thus B1 is not a minor of D3
17.211

If D3
17 has B7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges, since B7 has 8 vertices and212

18 edges. But B7 has four vertices of degree 5 or more, which must correspond to vertices 1,2,5,213

and 6 in D3
17, so vertices 3,4,7, and 8 correspond to the vertices of degree 4 or less in B7. But the214

vertices of degree four in B7 are mutually non-adjacent, so we must delete either {3, 4} or {7, 8},215

creating two degree 3 vertices, but B7 has only one degree 3 vertex. Thus B7 is not a minor of D3
17.216

If D3
17 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since D3 has 8 vertices and217

16 edges. But in D3, there are two non-adjacent degree 5 vertices that share the same neighborhood,218

while in D3
17, the only vertices of degree 5 or more are 1,2,5, and 6, and no two of these share five219

neighbors. Thus D3 is not a minor of D3
17.220

If D3
17 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E3 has 8 vertices and221

15 edges. But in E3, the only vertices of degree less than five are non-adjacent degree 3 vertices222

with the same neighborhood, but vertices 4 and 8 share only two neighbors, and D3
17 cannot have223

E3 as a minor.224
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If D3
17 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E18 has 8 vertices225

and 15 edges. But in E18, any adjacent degree four vertices share no neighbors, so since vertices 3226

and 4 share two neighbors, we must delete an edge incident to 3 and an edge incident to 4. In E18,227

any degree 3 vertices are non-adjacent, so we must delete {3, 4}, but the degree 3 vertices in E18228

share no neighbors, while 3 and 4 share two neighbors. Thus E18 is not a minor of D3
17.229

Proposition 2.6. D4
17 is (A3 − {C7, D17})-free.230
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231

D4
17232

Proof. D4
17 has 8 vertices and 20 edges. The only members of A3 − {C7, D17} with 8 or fewer233

vertices and 20 or fewer edges are: A2, B1, B7, D3, E3, and E18.234

If D4
17 has A2 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge, and deleting one edge,235

since A2 has 7 vertices and 18 edges. But A2 has all vertices of degree 5 or higher and D4
17 has236

all vertices of degree 5, and contracting any edge of D4
17 produces a parallel edge (whose deletion237

creates a vertex of degree 4), since D4
17 has fewer than 10 vertices. So A2 cannot be a minor of D4

17.238

If D4
17 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting two edges,239

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. But B1 has three vertices of degree 6, while D4
17 has no vertex240

of degree 6 or more. So contracting one edge would produce at most one vertex of degree 6 or241

more, and D4
17 does not have B1 as a minor.242

If D4
17 has B7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting two edges, since B7 has 8 vertices243

and 18 edges. But B7 has a vertex of degree 6, while D4
17 has all vertices of degree 5, so B7 is not244

a minor of D4
17.245

If D4
17 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since D3 has 8 vertices and246

16 edges. But in D3, there are two non-adjacent degree 5 vertices that share the same neighborhood,247

while in D4
17, no two non-adjacent vertices share five neighbors. Thus D3 is not a minor of D4

17.248

If D4
17 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E3 has 8 vertices and249

15 edges. But E3 has three mutually non-adjacent degree 5 vertices, while the largest independent250

set in D4
17 has size 2, so D4

17 cannot have E3 as a minor.251

If D4
17 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting five edges, since E18 has 8 vertices252

and 15 edges. But in E18 there are no edges between the neighbors of any vertex, so since vertex253

2 is adjacent to 1,3, and 4 in D4
17, we must delete {1, 3}, {1, 4}, and {3, 4}, creating three degree 3254

vertices, yet E18 has only two degree 3 vertices. Thus D4
17 does not have E18 as a minor.255

Proposition 2.7. D5
17 is (A3 − {A2, C7, D17})-free.256
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D5
17258

Proof. D5
17 has 8 vertices and 19 edges. The only members of A3 − {A2, C7, D17} with 8 or fewer259

vertices and 20 or fewer edges are: B1, B7, D3, E3, and E18.260

If D5
17 has B1 as a minor, it must be obtained by contracting one edge and deleting one edge,261

since B1 has 7 vertices and 17 edges. But B1 has three vertices of degree 6, while D5
17 has no vertex262

of degree 6 or more. So contracting one edge would produce at most one vertex of degree 6 or263

more, and D5
17 does not have B1 as a minor.264

If D5
17 has B7 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting one edge, since B7 has 8 vertices and265

18 edges. But B7 has a vertex of degree 6, while D5
17 has all vertices of degree 5 or less, so B7 is266

not a minor of D5
17.267

If D5
17 has D3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting three edges, since D3 has 8 vertices and268

16 edges. But in D3, there are two non-adjacent degree 5 vertices that share the same neighborhood,269

while in D4
17, no two non-adjacent degree five vertices share the same neighborhood. Thus D3 is270

not a minor of D4
17.271

If D5
17 has E3 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since E3 has 8 vertices and272

15 edges. But in E3, the only vertices of degree less than five are non-adjacent degree 3 vertices273

with the same neighborhood, but vertex 2 and 8 share no neighbors, and D3
17 cannot have E3 as a274

minor.275

If D5
17 has E18 as a minor, it must be obtained by deleting four edges, since E18 has 8 vertices276

and 15 edges. But in E18 there are no edges between the neighbors of any vertex, so since vertex277

2 is adjacent to 1,3, and 4 in D5
17, we must delete {1, 3}, {1, 4}, and {3, 4}, creating three degree 3278

vertices, yet E18 has only two degree 3 vertices. Thus D5
17 does not have E18 as a minor.279
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